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Motivation – why do we need (global) high resolution
GHG flux inversion tools?









After IPCC AR5 there is growing perception that climate change is real and
anthropogenic GHG emissions are recognized as cause of the climate change,
so focus have to be shifted from studying climate change related processes to
slowing down and reversing global warming (UNFCC, Paris agreement).
In the field of inverse modeling of the GHG fluxes, the shift is visible towards
more research on anthropogenic emissions localized around human settlements.
Many studies such as CH4 emissions in Switzerland (Henne 2016), UK (Manning
2011), US with GOSAT (Turner 2016) and China/East Asia (Thompson 2015)
suggest higher resolution (0.1 to 0.5 degrees) is better for studying anthropogenic
emissions of CH4
It was shown recently (Janardanan 2016), that transport modeling at resolution of
GOSAT footprint (0.1 deg) is most efficient for looking at strong localized sources
of CO2
Regional (mostly Lagrangian) inverse models have already opened a lead over
global models as a tool for verification of the national anthropogenic methane
emission inventories (eg Bergamaschi 2017), but they need global model to
provide boundary conditions
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Continental air – full of anthropogenic CO2 plumes
forward simulation with Flexpart , 1 arc min (1.6 km) resolution, emissions by ODIAC

Fossil CO2 emitted by cities and power plants, concentration in 0-1 km layer, ppm
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Prior CO2 fluxes at 0.1 degree resolution

Forest fire/biomass burning:
GFAS daily at 0.1 degree derived from
MODIS fire radiative power (FRP)
product, Kaiser et al, 2012

Africa: biomass burning by GFAS, (gC/m2/day)

ODIAC fossil fuel emissions aggregated
to 0.1 degree

ODIAC (Oda & Maksyutov, 2011)
combines CARMA power plan emissions
database, and DMSP nightlights 1 km
resolution observation as proxy for
population map, country totals same as
CDIAC
E Asia fossil emissions ODIAC, Jan 2010
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CO2 prior fluxes at 0.1 deg resolution
Terrestrial biosphere
VISIT NEE 0.5 deg daily fluxes for 16 veg
types mosaic (JCDAS),
Saito et al GMD 2014,

2010/06/29

Optimized with atm. CO2 and other data.
Use SYNMAP 1 km vegetation mosaic
to remap 0.5 deg fluxes to 0.1 degree
Ocean CO2 surface exchange
Data assimilation of LDEO pCO2
dataset with ocean transport and
biogeochemistry model OTTM and
its adjoint monthly 1x1 deg fluxes
(Valsala, Tellus, 2010)
interpolated to 0.1 deg, using
MODIS 1 km land/ocean mask
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Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian transport model (NIES TM + Flexpart)
-Configuration of NIES-TM
- resolution 2.5 degree
- reduced grid near poles
- mass conserving meteorology, mass
fluxes on hybrid isentropic vertical
coordinates
-Configuration of Flexpart
-JCDAS meteorology (1.25 deg, 40 model
levels, 6 hourly)
-surface flux footprints estimated on 0.1x0.1
deg, daily/hourly time step
-time window 3 days (for coupling to NIESTM at 0 GMT)
-for coupling to NIES-TM, 3D concentration
footprints estimated on hybrid-isentropic
vertical grid at 2.5 deg horizontal

resolution
-Adjoint of coupled model
- hand-coded adjoint with same CPU cost in
forward and adjoint modes, revised after
Belikov et al GMD 2016

Figure 1. Global distribution of the sensitivity of
CO2 concentrations ppm/(µmol/(m2/s)) with respect
to surface fluxes, at TCCON site locations:
(a) observation height of 1000m, (b) 3000m
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Belikov et al ACP 2017

Simulated CO2 concentrations

Izana, Tenerife (alt 3 km)

LEF tall tower, Wisconsin

observations (blue), forward/prior (plum), inversion (green)
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Flux inversion problem

Inverse problem - find a surface flux field x that matches the observed CO2
concentrations y:

y  H  ( x p  x)

Here, y – CO2 observations, H – transport model (linear operator),
xp – prior flux, x – grid-resolving flux correction field
As the problem is ill-constrained in case of large dimension of x,
regularization is applied by adding regularization term to the cost
function

J

1
r  H  x T R 1 r  H  x   1 xT B 1 x where
2
2

r  y  H  xp

r - residual misfit, B - flux error covariance matrix, R -data uncertainty
Optimization problem can be reduced by applying substitutions:

B  DLL D
T

T

x  LD z

R   

T

b   1r

A   1 H  L

Note: in matrix L - non diagonal elements declining as ~exp(-x2/r2) with distance
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between grid points, D – diagonal matrix of flux uncertainties

Implicit diffusion operator representing prior flux error
covariance matrix

Will diffusion simulate
Gaussian shape regardless of
position on Earth – pole or
equator?

Result of applying covariance
operator L to a field z, where
z is made by injecting equal
amount of ‘flux’ at the poles,
equator and mid latitude.
left pole: injected quantity
mixed into 360 longitudes,
right pole: injected quantity is
put in one grid cell in the
middle
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Optimization: truncated SVD and conjugate gradient

We use truncated SVD of A A to find min of: J 
T

1
b  A  z T b  A  z   1 z T z
2
2

SVD of A, representing A  UV T with limited number of leading singular
vectors U, V and singular values. The solution is found by transforming the
variables to SVD vector space (Rayner et al, Tellus, 1999):

d  U Tb

T U T b
x  LV T
 I

The posterior flux uncertainty is also available as:

B post  L  V

I
T


L

V
T   I

Same formulas used in Gurney et al Nature 2002 paper (IDL code by P. Rayner),
But they didn’t have to truncate (only 22+ unknowns)
Quasi-Newtonian methods LBFGS, M1QN3 also applied to find min of J
All we need is simulation of derivative of J vs z:

J z   AT b  A  z   z
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Inverse model setup and technical spec
-Observational data: Obspack GVPlus 2015, WDCGG+Siberia
-Prior uncertainty at 0.1 deg : CO2
land: monthly MODIS GPP (multiplied by 0.2)
ocean: monthly inter-annual variability of the OTTM 4d-var model fluxes

-Prior uncertainty at 0.1 deg: CH4
anthropogenic/animals: EDGAR
wetlands and rice: VISIT remapped to 0.1 deg, using GLWD area and rice area
-Time window: for 2009: bi-weekly fluxes Oct 1, 2008 – Mar 31,2010. Week defined
as ¼ of a month

-Optimization problem: reconstruct fluxes at resolutions of 0.1 deg
-Target: estimate fluxes, flux singular vectors, uncertainty, uncertainty reduction
Some technical data: size of Lagrangian H matrix
- Obspack 12 GB/year, GOSAT 30 GB/year, OCO-2 300 GB/year (daily 0.1 deg)
- memory use by optimization program >=80 GB (server with 512 GB RAM)
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Estimated flux correction by 0.1x0.1 degree model using Obspack data
Flux corrections (posterior minus prior) at weekly time step (gC/m 2/day) in
2010, estimated with M1QN3 algorithm

Prior fluxes
Bio VISIT mosaic
Fos ODIAC
Fire GFAS
Ocn OTTM
Prior uncertainties
MODIS GPP MOD17
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Optimized CO2 concentrations 2010

Barrow, Alaska

Alert, Canada

observations (blue), forward/prior (plum), inversion (green)
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Optimized CO2 concentrations

Mace Head, Ireland

Minami-torishima

observations (blue), forward/prior (plum), inversion (green)
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Optimized CO2 concentrations

Syowa, Antarctica

American Samoa

observations (blue), forward/prior (plum), inversion (green)
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Site plots in 2010

observation (blue), forward/prior (plum), inversion (green)
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CH4 simulation/inversion with fluxes at 0.1 deg resolution

1. EDGAR anthropogenic: fossil/industrial, coal, oil and gas, municipal
and agriculture
2. VISIT - wetland, rice and soil sink
3. GFAS fire (daily)
VISIT fluxes remapped from original 0.5 deg to 0.1 degree using
maps of wetland area (GLWD 1km) and rice cultivation (5km area
fraction)
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Optimized CH4 concentrations Northern Japan 2011

Cape Ohchi-ishi, Hokkaido

Ryori, Japan

observations (blue), forward/prior (plum), inversion (green)
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Optimized CH4 concentrations Canada 2011

Egbert, Canada

East Trout Lake,
Canada

observations (blue), forward/prior (plum), inversion (green)
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CH4 emission correction by inversion: anthropogenic
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CH4 emission correction factor by inversion: wetlands and rice
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Summary

Ability to quantify natural and anthropogenic fluxes of CO 2 by atmospheric
observations is important for climate change mitigation. Until now low resolution
Eulerian models were applied to understanding natural fluxes, while
anthropogenic emission plumes were producing interference. The anthropogenic
emission estimates had to be done made using high resolution regional models.
We developed a computationally efficient approach for inverse surface flux
modeling at fine-grid scale of 0.1 degree globally, and demonstrated good fit to
ground based observations.

High resolution global inversion is still memory and CPU intensive. Flux error
covariance operator based in implicit diffusion appears to be computationally
efficient way, superior to multiplication by sparse covariance matrix.
The development provides capability to separate anthropogenic emissions and
other surface flux categories, as a step towards inverse modeling of the
anthropogenic emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the global scale,
addressing the needs of verifying effect of emission reduction measures.
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